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Data Governance Software
Category
Data Governance includes both organizational policies and processes
that are related to the management of data. Data governance
ensures that a company's data is accurate, audited, managed,
secured, and documented (in terms of which data the organization
holds). And, a data governance program is a set of policies and
processes that help organizations manage data.
Data governance software can lead to a decrease in data
management costs, improvements in data quality, and better access
to all data for the stakeholders. For example, a good data governance
program defines a company's master data model (i.e. a clear
definition of customers, products, etc.), details the data retention
policies, and delineates who will be assuming the roles and
responsibilities of data authoring, curation, and access.
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Award Levels

Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology
The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.
The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted average
based on 3 parts:

MARKET LEADER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market
share. Leaders have the highest ratio of
customer success content, content
quality score, and social media presence
relative to company size.

CONTENT SCORE
●

Total # of vendor generated customer references (case studies,
success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)

●

Customer reference rating score

●

Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on
FeaturedCustomers platform

TOP PERFORMER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
significant market presence and

●

Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform

resources and enough customer

●

Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers

reference content to validate their vision.

platform

Top Performer's products are highly rated
by its customers but have not achieved

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE
●

Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook

●

Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends

●

Organic SEO key term rankings

●

Company presence including # of press mentions

the customer base and scale of a Market
Leader.

COMPANY SCORE
●

Total # of employees (based on social media and public
resources)

RISING STAR
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that
does not have the market presence of

●

Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12 months

Market Leaders or Top Performers, but

●

Glassdoor ranking

understands where the market is going

●

Venture capital raised

and has disruptive technology. Rising
Stars have been around long enough to
establish momentum and a minimum
amount of customer reference content
along with a growing social presence.
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2022 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Data Governance Software based on
the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.

* Companies listed in alphabetical order
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT ALATION

I’m using Alation to document all our data sources. I love profiling, automated
metadata extraction, and the ability to get usage stats from the query log.
RYAN MASON
DATA SCIENTIST, SQUARE

Alation is the first data catalog built
for collaboration. With Alation,
analysts are empowered to search,
query and collaborate on their
data to achieve faster, more
accurate insights. Alation
automatically captures the rich

Alation helps us with our governance audits. It holds our policies,
procedures, and data flow diagrams via lineage.
AMBER O'CONNELL
DIRECTOR OF DATA GOVERNANCE, STATE OF TENNESSEE

context of enterprise data,
including what the data describes,
who has used it, and the fit
between the data and different
types of analysis. Alation’s catalog
is generated and updated using
machine learning and improved

Data is at the core of running our business and Alation is at the center of our data ecosystem. By empowering our teams
with knowledge about our data, we are lowering the barrier for generating insights, and can provide a better customer
experience. We chose Alation because it allows for controlled visibility and access into trusted data, and a next-gen
approach to data management at the point of consumption so that the right data is used by the right people.
SEBASTIAN LAROSA
DIRECTOR OF DATA PLATFORMS, VICE PRESIDENT, FIFTH THIRD BANK

through human collaboration
between analysts, stewards,
experts and business users.

Users can search for and discover data, and ensure that data is
properly governed and used in a compliant manner.
HELEN HUNTER
CHIEF DATA AND ANALYTICS OFFICER, SAINSBURY'S

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT ATLAN

Atlan is a modern data

Atlan is a great product and one that we would definitely recommend!
Compared to other products in the marketplace, the combination of features,
a pay as you go pricing model, and access to the product team is unmatched.
VICTOR WILSON
DATA ARCHITECT, SCRIPPS HEALTH

collaboration workspace (like
Github for engineering or Figma
for design). By acting as a virtual
hub for data assets ranging from
tables and dashboards to models
& code, Atlan enables teams to
create a single source of truth for

We evaluated all the open source solutions out there. Each one of them has a
niche, but none of them gave me the comprehensive data portal — data
discovery, quality, lineage and governance — that I was looking for.
VENKAT GOPALAN
CHIEF TECHNOLOGY, DATA & DIGITAL OFFICER, BELCORP

all their data assets, and
collaborate across the modern
data stack through deep
integrations with tools like Slack, BI
tools, data science tools and more.

My initial impression was the user interface and the thought put into every
element — making it searchable, easy to navigate. When you have thought
through small things like icons, it paints a good picture.
MEHUL PATEL
ENGINEERING MANAGER, CHARGEPOINT

If you are starting your data governance journey, Atlan is the tool and
team to partner with to help you achieve your goals.
MANISH KUMAR
HEAD OF DATA MANAGEMENT & ENGINEERING, FUNDING SOCIETIES

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT COLLIBRA

The integration of Collibra with our business intelligence and other tools has helped us foster
understanding in our organization by bringing data governance to our users. We are excited
about the next phase of our data governance journey and see many more possibilities ahead.
RYAN COOK
SENIOR BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE DEVELOPER, ADOBE

Collibra is the Data Intelligence
company. They accelerate trusted
business outcomes by connecting
the right data, insights, and
algorithms to all Data Citizens.
Their cloud-based platform
connects IT and the business to

The real key for us in selecting Collibra was the proof of concept. Collibra put
skin in the game and quickly helped us prove out the value of data
governance. That really sealed it for us.
RONALD LAYNE
DIRECTOR, DATA MANAGEMENT, GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

build a data-driven culture for the
digital enterprise. Global
organizations choose Collibra to
unlock the value of their data and
turn it into a strategic, competitive
asset.

Data users can now get an integrated business view of their technical
metadata, data quality, data movement controls, and all business metadata
in a single central universal platform.
VIKRAM CHOPRA
SENIOR MANAGER, SINGLE-FAMILY, DATA & DECISIONS, FREDDIE MAC

Collibra has played an important role in our journey to build data transparency within our
organization. It helps our users connect the dots and support our desired self-service model,
eliminating the need for a middleman and allowing them to focus on their real work.
ASHISH HARURAY
SENIOR CENTER OF EXCELLENCE LEAD, DATA GOVERNANCE, AXA XL

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT IMMUTA

Immuta was founded in 2014
based on a mission within the U.S.

Immuta is the go-to technology to implement our vision of an internal “Data &
Analytics Marketplace”, enabling full transparency on the relevant data assets
with secure and compliant data access.
WALID MEHANNA
HEAD OF DATA & ANALYTICS, DAIMLER

Intelligence Community to build a
platform that accelerates
self-service access and control of
sensitive data. Immuta’s
award-winning automated data
governance software platform

By incorporating Immuta’s automated governance and privacy capabilities,
we have enhanced our overall strength and security of the platform.
STEVEN PETREVSKI
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT & GENERAL MANAGER, AON

creates trust across security, legal,
compliance, and business teams so
they can work together to ensure
timely access to critical business
data with minimal risks. Its
automated, scalable, no code
approach makes it easy for users
to access the data they need, when

As we add more components in a cloud database environment, it’s much cleaner than any sort of on-prem
situation we’ve had before. The ability for us to manage access controls, deploy privacy enhancing
technologies, and rapidly implement novel frameworks of governance for our research teams has been a
breath of fresh air, with no management or overhead costs for adding additional cloud database solutions.
RYAN NAUGHTON
FOUNDER & CTO, THE CENTER FOR NEW DATA

they need it, while protecting
sensitive data and ensuring their
customers’ privacy.

Migrating IT systems to the cloud can be complex. Immuta simplifies this
process and helps protect organizations during their journey to the cloud.
ALEXEY GERASIMOV
VICE PRESIDENT, GLOBAL CLOUD DELIVERY, CLOUD TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT NETWRIX

Netwrix Corporation is the #1

It is a relief to have a product that provides such a holistic view across the environment. We have unstructured data
everywhere — SharePoint, OneDrive for Business, Nutanix Files — and the Netwrix platform monitors all of it. You cannot
do that manually. As a security guy who is responsible for compliance and security of the entire organization, I can state
that the Netwrix solutions are invaluable and make my job much easier.
CHRIS EDWARDS
ENTERPRISE ARCHITECT & SECURITY MANAGER, CISSP, CITY OF PLANO

provider of change and
configuration auditing software,
offering the most simple, efficient
and affordable IT infrastructure
auditing solutions with the
broadest coverage of audited
systems and applications available
today. Founded in 2006, Netwrix

Netwrix products are solid and easy to configure out. Moreover, with Netwrix
daily reports I have been able to detect the problems in the early stage and
sustain security, avoid downtime and data breaches.
JON DOBSON
NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR, THE DONOHOE COMPANIES, INC.

has grown to offer products that
are used by more than a hundred
thousand of companies worldwide,
and is ranked in the Top 100 US
software companies in the 2013
Inc. 5000 and Deloitte Technology

Netwrix All-in-One Suite integrates a lot of useful solutions that are easy
to configure and use, and has a serious price advantage.
SAVAS DEMIR
INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGER, EUROBANK TEKFEN

Fast 500.

Netwrix Auditor has been a great tool for monitoring and auditing various aspects of our network. The software was easy to
install and intuitive to use. The daily and real-time automated reports we receive are beneficial and save us a great deal of
time. Since installing Netwrix Auditor, we are more informed than we have ever been about key security events happening
across our network. The technical support is fantastic, and the product itself is constantly evolving to increase functionality
and value.
DEAN SMITH
MANAGER / INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, CANADIAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT ONETRUST

OneTrust DataGuidance makes finding the right information easier and straightforward,
especially when searching for specific material the newsletters give you practical tips as to what
is going on in different countries and I find these quick overviews very handy.
JUHAMATTI JÄRVI
DATA PROTECTION OFFICER, AVALOQ

OneTrust is the largest and most
widely used dedicated privacy
management technology platform
used by more than 1,700
customers to comply with data
privacy regulations across sectors
and jurisdictions, including the EU
GDPR, ePrivacy (Cookie Law),

The OneTrust template feature has made it really easy to deploy cookie
banners that meet local consent requirements. With just one click we can
update our banner to meet GDPR or CCPA requirements.
PRAKAASH OJHA
DATA PROTECTION OFFICER, VWO

California Consumer Privacy Act
(CCPA) and more. OneTrust is
co-headquartered in Atlanta, GA
and in London, UK, and has
additional offices in Bangalore,
Melbourne, Munich, and Hong
Kong. Their fast-growing team of

In addition to its ease of use, the OneTrust tool centralized our data and
different file formats. The tool truly allowed for seamless communication
across teams and departments.
JUDITH EICHEL
COMPLIANCE ANALYST, CLEVERBRIDGE

privacy and technology experts
surpasses 500 employees
worldwide.

As the world becomes more digital and lighting more intelligent, it’s critical to leverage
data-driven insights to improve our products, but just as critical that we protect privacy. With
OneTrust, we are able to find the balance between data insights and data protection to build
innovative solutions and protect the rights of our customers, business partner and employees.
BARBARA SCHMITZ
HEAD OF PRIVACY, OSRAM

TRUSTED BY
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT ONNA

For organizations, knowledge is

Today’s fast-paced work environment demands seamless collaboration and
best-of-breed app integrations so that organizations can get their most critical
work done in a simple and secure way.
JEETU PATEL
CHIEF PRODUCT OFFICER, BOX

power. Onna accelerates the
discovery of knowledge, enabling
businesses to gain valuable
insights from the ever-growing
amount of fragmented information
that exists across the vast number
of collaboration, communication

We love how Onna uses AI to help us improve information search
across multiple platforms.
LEV FINKELSTEIN
VICE PRESIDENT OF CORPORATE FINANCE & STRATEGY, DROPBOX

and content applications. By
connecting information silos,
organizations can unify, protect,
search, and build on top of their
proprietary knowledge. With Onna,
organizations save time and
money, reduce risk, and use

From the power of the platform to the team as a whole, I can’t
recommend Onna enough.
SYLVIE STULIC
SENIOR MANAGER OF LEGAL OPERATIONS AND LITIGATION, ELECTRONIC ARTS

knowledge to be more competitive.
Onna’s Knowledge Integration
Platform connects to Slack,
Microsoft 365, Google Workspace,
Confluence, Dropbox, Zoom and
many others, to enhance activities
like eDiscovery, information

Onna defines the space right now, I haven’t really jumped into a tool
that works like Onna before.
AARON ZANDER
HEAD OF IT, HACKERONE

governance, knowledge
management, and identifying
private and sensitive data sharing.
With teams across North America
and Europe, Onna supports some
of the world’s leading companies,
including Dropbox, Electronic …

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT ERWIN

We selected erwin as our data governance partner because of their solution’s comprehensive metadata management, data
harvesting and automated data lineage capabilities. What that means is that E.ON will be able to serve the right data to the
right people according to their roles and responsibilities, with confidence in its quality. Then they can use it to make better,
faster decisions that ultimately improve our performance as an energy company.
ROMINA MEDICI
DATA MANAGER, E.ON

erwin, Inc. provides the only
unified software platform
combining data governance,
enterprise architecture, business
process and data modeling.
Delivered as a SaaS solution, these

I love that you can import from other databases and have the model built automatically. You
don’t have to model from scratch with erwin. We use reverse engineering to obtain the model of
the tables in order to understand what data will be fed from other systems or applications.
KEVIN TERRY
WEB INFORMATION MANAGER, CA TECHNOLOGIES

technologies work together to
unlock data as a strategic asset so
all enterprise stakeholders can
discover, understand, govern and
socialize data to mitigate risk,
improve organizational
performance, and accelerate
growth.

We selected the erwin data intelligence software because of its comprehensive metadata
management capabilities and its ability to seamlessly integrate definitions from multiple
solutions including business glossaries, data models and multiple sources, providing us data
lineage and impact analysis across the business.
DUANE EVANS-PARKER
DATA AND ANALYTICS DOMAIN MANAGER, NEW ZEALAND POST

Many data governance tools aren’t as automated as expected, and you end up purchasing multiple tools to accomplish
your program goals. The erwin Data Intelligence Suite is a consolidated solution. It includes a variety of features and, most
important, offers an easily understandable dashboard, which is extremely valuable for business users. The fact that data
mappings and lineage can be scheduled to run in a batch, and that you can generate all report mappings with erwin
Smart Data Connectors versus having to run them manually, one at a time, is a significant benefit.
CINDY BLATNIK
DATA GOVERNANCE MANAGER, ZOVIO

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT ATACCAMA

Because we had very high performance expectations, Ataccama was a
clear winner.
MIROSLAV UMLAUF
CHIEF DATA OFFICER, AVAST

Ataccama Corporation is an
international software company
that prides itself in delivering
cutting-edge technology used for
data quality, master data
management, data governance,
and big data. Leading financial,

Take a data quality product and implement it in such a quick turnout
time, it’s actually quite great.
FEMI AKINTOBI
DATA QUALITY & ENGINEERING PRODUCT DIRECTOR, GSK

commercial, and government
organizations choose Ataccama
technologies for their proven
ability to execute and deliver real
business benefits.

Ataccama has been fantastic in helping us get it [the application] set up in a
series of smaller scope projects for data quality and data validation
throughout the organisation.
DATA GOVERNANCE ANALYST
LEADING TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICE PROVIDER

The tool provides a multi-domain RDM environment that provides workflows, alerting, data
quality checks, referential integrity, auditing, history, with roll back capability, and multiple
options to push the published data to targets, including two-way synchronization.
MANAGER ENTERPRISE DATA QUALITY
LEADING HEALTHCARE SERVICE PROVIDER

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT EGNYTE

Egnyte provides a unified content
security and governance solution

We can now easily share documents. We no longer have to wait to get in touch
with someone when a file is needed. The files are centralized and we can
access the virtual file server and pull the files we need regardless of our work
location.
RICK QUISENBERRY
IT SUPPORT, COMMUNITY OPTIONS FOR FAMILY AND YOUTH

for collaboration, data security,
compliance, and threat detection
for multicloud businesses. More
than 16,000 organizations trust
Egnyte to reduce risks and IT
complexity, prevent ransomware
and IP theft, and boost employee
productivity on any app, any cloud,

At Decibel Therapeutics, we leverage Egnyte for our critical data management needs. It supports
use cases like large scientific data sets, and provides much-needed governance and security to
protect our IP. Egnyte's platform has allowed us to scale from our founding through to our
subsequent phases of growth.
JOHN KEILTY
CHIEF DATA SCIENCES OFFICER, DECIBEL THERAPEUTICS

anywhere. Investors include GV
(formerly Google Ventures), Kleiner
Perkins, Caufield & Byers and
Goldman Sachs.

We needed to have greater visibility of the type of data that we were holding
and how it was being accessed. We also wanted to be alerted to unusual
activity which is a big issue. Egnyte is giving us those alerts.
JASON OZIN
CISO, PIB GROUP

The real cost savings for Kona Grill will come when we don’t have to duplicate the data center. Egnyte allows
our company to loosen the reigns to the data center world, and eliminate the need to buy hardware in the
future. As you add in the tremendous time savings Egnyte has created through efficient file storage
processes, this solution is an instrumental part of our enterprise operations.
GLEN HOLROYD
DIRECTOR OF IT, KONA GRILL

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT INFORMATICA

Informatica helps us tackle data governance and management in new and
more effective ways, giving us the tools to win more business and retain our
existing customers.
RONALD CHUNG
SECTION HEAD, ENTERPRISE DATA, AIA

Informatica helps data-driven
leaders unleash the power of data
to drive their intelligent disruption.

Informatica Data Quality, Enterprise Data Catalog, and Axon Data Governance will empower us
to improve our population health information efforts with governed, high quality data
providing us with invaluable insight into L.A. Counties most vulnerable residents.
GARY GEORGES
DATA GOVERNANCE PROGRAM MANAGER, L.A. CARE HEALTH PLAN

EMC’s data governance program is focused on deriving more value from data, so that
we have more useful data insights, understand our customers better, service our
customer better, and have a competitive advantage in the marketplace.
BARBARA LATULIPPE
SENIOR DIRECTOR, ENTERPRISE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT, EMC

With Informatica, we now have a single source of truth for our data and can deliver the right
information to the right teams, at the right time. That translates to a smoother claims process,
stronger relationships with our healthcare providers, and new opportunities to grow in the
future.
DOUG VICERE
SENIOR SOLUTIONS ARCHITECT, COMMUNITY HEALTH CHOICE

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT MICRO FOCUS

Micro Focus is a pure-play software

In a world where governance and further digitalization is increasingly important, we
have no doubt that we have chosen the right partner in Micro Focus. Its vast portfolio
of security solutions is sure to address our needs into the future.
STEFAN WINTERBERG
HEAD OF IT, NETSTAL

company focused from the ground
up on building, selling, and
supporting software. This focus
allows them to deliver on their
mission to put customers at the
center of innovation and deliver
high-quality, enterprise-grade

With Identity Governance and File Governance as part of the framework, our
municipality partners have a convenient and user-friendly way to review their
users’ permissions, vastly improving security compliance and transparency.
NICOLAI JENSEN
SENIOR ENTERPRISE IDENTITY & ACCESS MANAGEMENT ARCHITECT, PWC

scalable software that their teams
can be proud of.

We point our legacy archive connector and only extract data that has value in
our information governance platform, which saves discovery time and
eliminates risk.
STEVEN WILLIAMS
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, CAPAX DISCOVERY

The benefits are clear: we have full control over our data and our users have
instant file access from any device. It makes them more responsive to our
customer’s needs and far more productive.
ADRIAN BECK
IT SUPPORT AND SYSTEMS SPECIALIST, STOBAG AG

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT PKWARE

PKWARE offers the only data
discovery and protection solution

Script-based masking has been very challenging in terms of running scripts,
validations and access grants to the stakeholders. With PKWARE, there is no
risk as the governance process is tightly coupled with the tool.
KANGANALAPATTI JANARTHANAN JAYANTHI
IT MANAGER, GREAT EASTERN ASSURANCE

that locates and secures sensitive
data to minimize organizational
risks and costs, regardless of
device or environment. Their
ultra-efficient, scalable software is
simple to use on a broad range of
data types and repositories,

Most prospective customers we meet initially do not consider where they might hold undetected sensitive data. Others
believe they’ve already thoroughly scrubbed and secured all their sensitive data. We use PKWARE first as a proof point,
manage a sample migration of representative data onto AWS, then detect and report the locations of their exposed
sensitive data. Establishing this trust leads to a larger project with wholesale migration of data to AWS. PKWARE is
instrumental in securing new revenue clients, managing and adding on Big Data services.
MEENAKSHI KUMAR
DIRECTOR SERVICE DELIVERY, MIRI INFOTECH

enabling precise, automated
visibility and control of personal
data, even in the fastest-moving,
most complex IT environments.
With more than 1,200 customers,
including many of the world’s
largest financial institutions,
retailers, healthcare organizations,

PKWARE’S data security platform provides a simple way to create and manage
policies, gain visibility into where files are located, and protect sensitive
information while avoiding user disruption and broken workflows.
DAN SCHULMAN
CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER, MISSION CYBER

and government agencies,
PKWARE continues to innovate as
an award-winning global leader in
data discovery, security, and
compliance.

The level of customer obsession and interest in making the solution scale was
the reason we were jointly successful. I would recommend working with
PKWARE.
NICOLE BEIGE
NAMED ACCOUNT MANAGER, AWS

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT SAVIYNT

We had to do something quite impressive to get more in the modern age and fit for the digital
transformation that BP is going through. When we looked at products, we chose native cloud to
make logical choices for our way forward. Saviynt fits very nicely into that.
DAFYDD HUGHES
DIRECTOR, BP

Saviynt is a leading provider of
Cloud Security and Identity
Governance solutions. Saviynt
enables enterprises to secure
applications, data, and
infrastructure in a single platform
for Cloud (AWS, Azure, Box,
Dropbox, Hadoop, Office 365,

Before, when we didn’t have a modern solution, we felt stagnant. Today, we’re
in a much better place. Overall, the implementation has been a success, and
the Saviynt team was fantastic.
PAUL DUMBLETON
ENTERPRISE INFORMATION SECURITY TEAM MANAGER, GORDON FOOD SERVICE

Salesforce, Workday) and
Enterprise (Cerner, Dynamics, Epic,
Oracle EBS, SAP). Saviynt is
pioneering IGA 2.0 by integrating
advanced risk analytics and
intelligence with fine-grained
privilege management.

Saviynt was the only product in the market that provided a comprehensive security solution for SAP HANA.
The security controls framework and analytics platform, provided out-of-the-box, has improved our ability
to effectively manage risk and significantly increased efficiency, e.g. our SOX control owners can now finish,
what once was a two month effort of data collection and preparation for certification, in just a few hours.
SENIOR MANAGER
KLA-TENCOR

Partners HealthCare is committed to providing the highest level of security for its EHR
systems, and Saviynt has proven that its platform meets our strict requirements, and
offers compatibility with existing identity management infrastructure.
JIGAR KADAKIA
CHIEF INFORMATION SECURITY AND PRIVACY OFFICER, PARTNERS HEALTHCARE

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT SEMARCHY

Thanks to the data delivered by the data hub, we have also been able to set up a maturity grid with validation of the data
quality measures by the business, as well as business processes to support quality improvement. The division managers
come to the Data Hub to maintain the quality of their data. All of our divisions are involved to define the quality measures,
which are managed by a full-time analyst, and to define action plans.
ÉRIC JACOUPY
BUSINESS TECHNICAL DATA ANALYST, ZODIAC AEROSPACE

Semarchy is the Intelligent Data
Hub™ company. Its xDM platform
solves enterprise Master Data
Management (MDM), Application
Data Management (ADM), and
Collaborative Data Governance
challenges at some of the most
well-known brands across the US

The Data Hub greatly simplifies business data cross-analysis. In a second step, it should make it
possible to guarantee data quality consistency within our subsidiaries’s systems and support
the achievement marketing and sales targets. Finally, the hub opens new perspectives for higher
service quality and greater added value for the group.
DENIS LAPIERRE
DEPUTY MANAGING DIRECTOR, APRIL TECHNOLOGIES

and Europe. This agile platform
leverages smart algorithms and
material design to simplify data
stewardship, quality, enrichment,
and workflows. Organizations use
the xDM platform to address
challenges such as The Global Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR). xDM

We have been impressed to see, during the proof of concept, Semarchy seamlessly integrate
with our existing processes and display its data management and consolidation capabilities on
top of our own public data in a very short time frame. We believe in Semarchy’s capabilities to
execute on our project.
FRANK SIMON
CIO, ARAYMOND

from Semarchy is implemented via
an agile and iterative approach
that delivers business value almost
immediately and scales to meet
enterprise complexity.

I think they are now starting to realize the benefit of us providing them a single feed of product
catalog data. They can clearly see value in terms of the lack of integration work and data issues
they will have to solve as part of their project. Thanks to Semarchy, they have been able to rely
on us to solve those issues for them.
JAMES CARNE
HEAD OF GLOBAL PRODUCT DATA, ELSEVIER
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ABOUT TALEND

At Talend, their mission is to

Talend Metadata Management has helped us implement data governance with data stewards
and data owners to document data and processes. Air France-KLM can locate customer data,
determine its origin and destination and share the information within the company ten times
faster than before.
DAMIEN TRINITÉ
CRM BIG DATA PROJECT MANAGER, AIR FRANCE KLM

connect the data-driven enterprise
so customers can operate in
real-time with new insight about
customers, markets and business.
Founded in 2006, Talend's global
team of integration experts builds
on open source innovation to
create enterprise-ready solutions

As a financial technology company, we have particular needs for data
governance due to the nature of the data we hold. Talend is pivotal in helping
us stay compliant and develop new customer services.
ELIE SOUKAYEM
DIRECTOR OF DATA ANALYTICS, AREEBA

that help unlock business value
more quickly. By design, Talend's
integration software simplifies the
development process, reduces the
learning curve, and decreases total
cost of ownership with a unified,
open, and predictable platform.

The ‘Data for Business’ project is giving back data to the business, with
free and governed access thanks to Talend Cloud.
ARNAUD MATON
DATA MANAGEMENT MANAGER, IT GROUP, KILOUTOU

Since each division operated independently, it was important to make each division responsible for governing its own data.
A major correction project was initiated, based on exchanges with each division. The IT department used Talend Data
Quality at this stage to ensure the relevance of the data deduplication, error detection, data formating, etc. The fact that
these exchanges were structured with Talend MDM gives us traceability today that allows us—in case of error—to
immediately determine its origin and thus how to rectify it.
ERWAN JEGADEN
HEAD OF THE INTEGRATION PLATFORM, VINCI
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ABOUT ASG TECHNOLOGIES

As a leading financial services provider in Germany, Postbank provides high quality services to
more than 13 million retail and business customers. Everything we do is driven by technology
and data. For more than a decade, Postbank has relied on ASG Mobius as the partner for its
strategical data archiving and retrieval solution.
THOMAS MANGEL
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, POSTBANK

ASG Technologies Group, Inc.
provides global organizations with
a modern approach to Digital
Transformation to succeed in the
Information Economy. ASG is the
only solutions provider for both
Information Management and IT
Systems. ASG’s Information

What was eye opening for me is the transformation [ASG] has gone through and how
you have positioned yourselves as a truly agile company. It clearly delineates you as
very progressive and forward thinking, and those are the kinds of vendors we want to
work with.
BBVA COMPASS

Management solutions enable
companies to find, understand,
govern and deliver information of
any kind, from any source whether
structured or unstructured
through its lifecycle from capture
to analysis to consumption.

Being able to use a system already in place was a huge advantage to us in meeting the
government requirements. We avoided the penalties associated with non-compliance and at the
same time, were able to centralize processing. ASG-Cypress was exactly what we needed.
MICHAEL DOUGLAS PICKERIGN
SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER II / CYPRESS ADMINISTRATOR, ORLANDO HEALTH

ASG-Zena saved our team valuable time and allowed us to focus more
on customer satisfaction.
MARCELO CANTANHEDE
EXECUTIVE MANAGER OF IT SERVICES AND GOVERNANCE, BRASILCAP
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ABOUT ACTIVENAV

ActiveNav is the data privacy and
governance software provider and
innovator of DMaaS (Data Mapping

We went out and looked for tools that would give us clear insight into
our information environment. That’s how we ended up selecting and
using ActiveNav.
DIRECTOR OF LEGAL SERVICES
LES SCHWAB

as a Service.) With ActiveNav,
enterprises, federal agencies and
public sector entities can map,
clean, classify, quarantine and
delete sensitive, redundant,
obsolete and trivial data. Hundreds
of leading companies and
government agencies trust
ActiveNav to help them control
sensitive data and support

As warships and shore establishments upgrade their versions of DII to
MOSS; and we will need to continue the maintenance cycle. This will
ensure that each unit remains compliant with records management
policy and legislation, thereby assuring the quality of our information
and systems. ActiveNav helps us to achieve this.
JOHN COLEMAN
WARRANT OFFICER CLASS 1, ROYAL NAVY

compliance with various data
privacy regulations such as the
CCPA and GDPR.

Investing in data protection technologies is a key part of our
transformation. ActiveNav has been a good partner for us during our
transformation.
NICK OLDHAM
CHIEF PRIVACY AND DATA GOVERNANCE OFFICER, EQUIFAX
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ABOUT DATAEDO

Dataedo is a fantastic value. We jump started all of our Data Governance efforts using the tool.
We documented key databases quickly and easily and published the information to our analyst
community. The Dataedo team is dream to work with and very responsive.
SANDRA RECCA
SR. DIRECTOR, FITCH RATINGS

Dataedo is a team of software and
database developers with 15+
years of experience with SQL
Server and Oracle database design,
development & maintenance. They
worked with transactional systems,
ERP/CRM, web applications and

Dataedo is a tool that is fast and simple to use. Easy structure and search tool helps developers to find descriptions for
documented data very quickly. We update documentation with every release so seeing a documentation progress is really
helpful. I would recommend Dataedo, as it has all the features which we need for documenting our databases. If we have
another project in the future it is highly probable that we would use this tool as well.
MICHAL RYSAVY
APPLICATION/DATABASE DEVELOPER, ACCURO HEALTH INSURANCE

data warehouses, both third party
and their own. In many projects in
which they participated, they
lacked proper documentation,
communication and effective
transfer of knowledge which led
them to development of Dataedo

I am now using Dataedo to help support my client's Data Governance program and make life
much better for their BI team. I'll continue to promote this product with future clients as I feel
strongly that it is an excellent solution, the best I've seen in its price category.
TED CLARK
LEAD CONSULTANT, !MPACTMAKERS

the tool they were always missing.

Dataedo is an easy to use facility for managing basic metadata centrally and producing enhanced data dictionaries.
Initially we wanted to use it for a single set of system documentation, but we will now employ it for scheduled metadata
updates along with multi-user maintenance. The well-structured database repository has also facilitated a Data Lineage
project. I would recommend Dataedo to anyone with similar requirements, and in fact already have.
DEBORAH CRANE
DATA QUALITY MANAGER, CHARTER COURT FINANCIAL SERVICES
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